
1. Photo competition will run monthly -   between the following dates
 16 April - 20 May     21 May - 17 June   18 June -15 July  16 July - 19 August
 20 August - 9 September   to be reviewed after 9 September 2020
 
2. Monthly prize will awarded for the longest of the following species.  
 Bream,  Snapper,  Whiting,  Flathead,  and  Tailor.

3. There are no restrictions on the amount of entries  or species  members can   
 submit during the month. 
  
4. Fish to be caught in the boundaries of Moreton Bay as indicated.

5. 2 photographs must be submitted the first with fish on the measuring brag
 mat or measuring device as long size is clearly visible, the second photo
 of angler holding fish.

6. Photos of fish must be taken at time of capture if possible. 

7. In the event of a tie, the entry first received will be declared the
 winner.

8. No entries will be accepted after cut off date for the month.

9. Any photo submitted showing signs of fish mutilation, stretching or
 fish being tampered with or not caught within rules will be
 disqualified. (Disputes will be ruled upon by committee and decision will be final)

10. Winners will be announced by sms,  newsletters,  and displayed on both
 RBAFC web page and facebook.

11. RBAFC also reserves the right to use photos submitted for promotional
 purposes and social media sites.

12. Angler entrant must be a current member of the RBAFC.

13. Fish will be measured from the tip of the nose or mouth to the tip of the tail.  
 as per fisheries guidelines.  see example  fish need not be weighed.

14. Fish caught must comply with state Fisheries Laws as to legal size and
 protected species  -  breaches of these regulations will automatically
 disqualify catch and angler from future club events.

15. Snapper caught during “No Take Period” may still be photographed  but
  must  be returned to the water in compliance with no take laws. 

16. Catch and Release is encouraged during the photo Competition
  but anglers may retain any fish caught without penalty.   

17. Each winning entrant will receive a $25 voucher or fishing products to the  
 the same value during the competition.

18. Codes and specific brag mats used previously are no longer required.     
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How to enter:
Start fishing - photo entries to be emailed or text to RBAFC by due date

email address: enquiriesrbafc@gmail.com or text to 0492 913 493

Be a current member of the RBAFC
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Fishing boundaries shown in green
(Dams/impounds and creeks out of bounds) 


